
Evaluate Every Situation to Check that Your Choices are Right

One of the important trainings I’ve received constantly over the past 10 years is to assess what I’m going
to do before I do it. Also, added to that, is to assess what I’m going to say before I say it.

I’m not perfect at these, but they’re maxims that I operate under to ensure that I don’t give opportunity to
the enemy to bring undue chaos into my life and into the personal Kingdom I oversee.

I would call these Kingdom principles for living as a son, because they are so important. 

Here is an instruction from our King to check the choices we make to reduce the possibility of being side-
tracked:

“Do not be hasty. Take it slow and easy, one step at a time to avoid making mistakes that you will
regret.  Evaluate every situation and be sure that your choices are correct before moving forward.
Deception of any kind can derail you and take you off course. I will give you the ability to achieve a
heightened state of awareness that will make things a lot easier if you will yield to My work in you.
Lean on Me and depend on the wisdom that I give you.” 1 

Laurence
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (23-1-2021)  ft111.com/smallstraws.htm 
      [Next year Marsha will archive this message on the ft111.com website. Find it here: ft111.com/archive.htm]
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